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Many countries aim to improve their living standard by economic developments, but some important 

Social values are lost as result

Do you think the advantages of economic development weigh the disadvantage?

  These days, many countries lead people to developing their lives. The government adopts a policy on 
the basis of social prosperity that includes healthy living standards, welfare and employment. 
Improving living standards by economic development, people enhance their lives,. Otherwise 
economic development may eradicate some important social values through neglecting moral values.

First and foremost, most people in their daily lives, believe in increasing the value of their assets and 
properties which help them to promote their lives. The government prepares the ground for the 
facility . by promoting living standards level by suitable loan assistance donor facilities and economic 
developments, people raise their demands for higher salaries.
Wage increase and welfare services make more dissatisfied people more dissatisfied with their 
currents status, so they will not note pay attention to human values. as a result, they cause the ills of 
society. 

In developing countriesy people often do are not supported by the government, hence they try to 
earn money more and more. However, they resort to anti-worthunethical measure such as bribery, 
lies and money laundering. Social anti-worth anti-social measures cause people to spoil a healthy 
social structure. Although they increase their income, They cause unethical practice to prevail in 
society . 
It is a fact that not only do they notdon’t pay attention to social values but also, individuals will effect 
affecton  the future generation.consequently  corruption is desensitized  and institutionalized in 
society.

To sum up, in every community the duty of preservinge to social values is on their the shoulder of 
people. With by preparing the ground for welfare living for reaching to perfection, people will ensure 
their happiness and will be well-meaning together.
 


